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With the aim of shedding light on practical procedures of imagination, this paper is
focusing on the analysis of experimental drawing processes. They were conducted in
order to provide a basis for the discussion of the relationship between the gesture of
drawing and the dispositions of the designer formed by inherited conditions, the
socio-cultural framework and individual experiences (Damasio, 1999). With this
approach of practice-led iconic research, it is not the goal to develop generalized
descriptions for any innovation process as the Design Methods Movement of the
1960s once proposed, but to differentiate between conditions supporting or inhibiting
the development of surprising and intriguing images for various contexts. The drawing
experiments and their discussion provide insights into the workshop of imagination.
gesture of drawing, disposition, imagination, practice-led iconic research

1

Positioning the Inquiry into Design Processes after the Iconic Turn

“If I knew where my ideas come from, I‘d go there”1 was the title of Thomas Demand’s lecture on
Imagination at a conference in Basel in the autumn of 2010. At first glance, this may sound
tongue-in-cheek, but it reminds us that this inquiry into the processes of visual innovation is
not going to be unveiled by mere formulas. The core of creating new images is elusive
(Derrida, 2007, 3). While contemporary aesthetic practice hesitates to reflect on its processes on a
scientific level and, therefore, fails to explain its impact, the history of Western thought offers
a number of descriptions directly related to the creative process. The idea of an individual’s talent or
disposition being responsible for the creative capacity reappears in different contexts. In these
descriptions, the faculty of an individual’s imagination is either a result of godly influence (Assmann,
2003, 21 – 36), of genius (Kant, 1790, § 46), or of social interaction (Latour, 2005, 46 – 50,
Renner, 2014, 69 – 84), depending on the status of the individual in respect to divine powers, to an
autonomous constitution, or social interaction. Instead of elaborating the numerous references

1 Demand, T. (2910) Lecture title. Conference Imagination. Suchen und Finden, eikones, Swiss National Center of Competence

in
Iconic
Research,
October
19th,
2010.
Programme
available
online:
https://archiv.eikones.ch/nc/veranstaltungen/detail/?tx_cheikonesevent_pi1%5Buid%5D=142&cHash=b8746393b5b3fcec
6ca49824678fb040 (last visited November 10th, 2017).
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-Share Alike
4.0 International License.
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/

the humanities provide for a discussion of imagination2, my contribution will start with a prominent
attempt to reflect the processes of design in the middle of the 20th century.
In the Design Methods Movement, which was founded at a conference at the London Imperial
College held from September 19th till September 21st, 1962, an interdisciplinary field of inquiry into
the processes of design was initiated. The protagonists of the movement intended the extension
of the field of design, from a process of aesthetic decision-making to a science of decision-making
for the development of a better future of society. The aim was to bring together a variety of
scientific disciplines such as engineering, architecture, urban planning, and design in order to
describe their processes of invention (Mareis, 2011, 38). This often led to flow chart-like descriptions
of generalized problem-solving processes intended to provide a guideline for systematic steps
of planning. In retrospect, we can state that – for the sake of being scientific in the post-war context
of economic growth and optimism – the intuitive search for an unknown visual solution was
neglected (Langrish, 2016, 51 – 64). Even the founders of the movement critically commented on
the outcome of their previous intentions. The following statement of 1971 by Christopher Alexander,
one of the founders of the Design Methods Movement, can be used in support of the analysis of
practical design processes but also to critically assess the proposed analysis of design processes in
the following part of this contribution:
“Since the book was published [in 1963], a whole academic field has grown up around
the idea of the leading exponents of these so-called design methods. I am very
sorry this has happened and want to state publically that I reject the whole idea of
design methods as a subject of study, since I think it is absurd to separate the
study of designing from the practice of design.”
(Alexander, 1972)
We may argue that the proposed field of inquiry into the design processes in the context of practiceled iconic research (Renner, 2010, 2017/2018) is an attempt to involve the existing competence
of the practice in order to avoid a discourse detached from the practice of visual communication.
On the other hand, we may also interpret Alexander’s statement as a statement against
any kind of scientific reflection on design processes and on design in general. The inquiry into design
processes by the Design Methods Movement of 1962 has been characterized by three layers
which, according to John Langrish, have all failed:
“1. A general all-purpose optimistic zeitgeist that saw the world as getting better
than it had been.
2. A belief that the process of designing had an important part to play in this
‘getting better’.
3. A belief that the design process could itself be made better through becoming
more scientific.”
(Langrish, 2016, 55)

2 It is not possible to go into all the details of these theories here. Terms such as “abduction” (Pierce), “impulsion” (Dewey),
“tacit knowing” (Polanyi), and “serendipity” (Rheinberger) could be considered here as well.
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In opposition to the above-described aims of the Design Methods Movement, this contribution
and its analysis of image generation avoids these pitfalls in the following manner:
1. Only in one respect does the inquiry into the design process after the iconic turn3
attempt to “change the world” by implying that the understanding of images is a crucial part
of information dissemination in a society which is based on democratic principles.
2. The importance of design in improving the world is shared until this day, but, following
the iconic turn, the inquiry into the design process aims, more than anything else,
at providing evidence that the practice of design actually does have an impact on society.
3. At their core, practical design processes will not be improved by means of scientific
inquiry. But research will provide the means to conceptually frame the processes
in new ways and help to further develop the design practice, the educational design
principles, and the knowledge about images.
In due consideration of the declared differences from the Design Methods Movement, the inquiry
into the design process suggested by practice-led iconic research places the practical procedures
of image generation at the centre of its attention.
If we return now to the humanities and their discourse on imagination, we can start with the
etymological aspect and emphasize the close relationship between the term of “image” and that of
“imagination”. As the term suggests, imagination is closely related to images and consists
of the ability to form new ones (Boehm, Aloa, Budelacci & Wildgruber, 2014, 8 – 11). Kant has
described the necessity of imagination to form sensuous experiences out of a schema and sensuous
stimuli. To him, everybody has the faculty of imagination, but only a genius is able to use it to
achieve beauty in art4.
In opposition to the faculty of imagination, there is the idea that nothing is truly new. All that we
hold to be new can be either something that may already exist but of which we are simply not
aware, or something which is the result of a re-configuration of existing elements. An early source of
this position can be found in Plato’s Meno (Plato, 380 B.C.E.). In their dialogue, Meno and
Socrates declare that any inquiry into a subject is merely pure recollection. Beyond this view, the
terminology of figuration grants the existence of new occurrences but only under the aspect
of a reconfiguration of existing elements. While imagination is closely related to the processes of an
emerging image and, therefore, to experience, configuration is related to the processes of
conceptual abstraction through words in language (Mersch, 2006, 79 – 91).

3

The terms “Iconic Turn” (Boehm 1994) and “Pictorial Turn” (Mitchell 1995) were coined in the middle of the 1990s in the
context of art history in order to describe the observation of a flood-like increase of image production and dissemination
caused by digitalization. Both authors claimed the lack of scientific knowledge on how images generate meaning in
comparison
to
language,
which
has
been
a
topic
of
critical
reflection
since
antiquity.
Boehm, G. (1994). Die Wiederkehr der Bilder. In: Was ist ein Bild? 2nd ed.; Boehm, G. (ed.), Paderborn, Germany: Wilhelm
Fink Verlag. Mitchell, T. W. J. The Pictorial Turn. In: Picture Theory, Essays on Verbal and Visual Representation. Mitchell, T.
W. J., 2nd (ed.), Chicago, USA: Chicago University Press.
4 “Genius is the talent (or natural gift) which gives the rule to Art. Since talent, as the innate productive faculty
of the artist, belongs itself to Nature, we may express the matter thus: Genius is the innate mental disposition (ingenium)
through which Nature gives the rule to Art.” Kant, I. (1790). The Critique of Judgment, § 46. Available online:
http://denisdutton.com/kant_third_critique.htm (last visited on September 10th, 2017).
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In accordance with the philosophical debate on the schema5 (Heidegger, 2010) and the use of the
term of image schema6 in the cognitive sciences (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999; Johnson, 2008; Fauconnier
& Turner, 2002), the concept prevails that our memory holds condensed and generalized records of
past experiences – the dispositional space – which are constantly interacting with the signals
perceived by our senses – the image space. Based on Antonio Damasio’s understanding of the
dispositional space, we can infer its responsibility for the quality of a gestural movement.
“The image space is that in which images of all sensory types occur explicitly. [...]
The dispositional space is that in which dispositions contain the knowledge base and
the mechanisms with which images can be constructed from recall, with which
movements can be generated, and with which the processing of images can be
facilitated.” (Damasio, 1999, 331)
With this structure in mind, the creation of images and their perception depends on the memorized
experiences of their designers as well as their beholders. Both hold an archive of images and
their generalization in their mind. Yet, every image we perceive can be seen as a constant
reconfiguration of the rules defining a class of memorized experiences in a condensed form and
below the threshold of consciousness.
In contrast to the philosophical positions addressed above, the main focus of this paper is based
on the analysis of the outcome generated by practical and experimental design processes. In order
to avoid any misunderstanding, it is important to declare that the outcome of the experiments
which will be discussed do not strive to be understood in the context of art. The experiments are
conducted to provide evidence in the form of image variation. They are discussed, but not
replaced by language, in order to contribute to the understanding of how images generate meaning
in the context of communication, design, architecture, science, education, art etc. Aware of the
blurred borders, the approach of practice-led iconic research tries to avoid the confusion between
the preconditions and hidden forces of the art context with the aim of a scientific discourse
often encountered in artistic research.
Following the dichotomy of imagination and configuration, the starting point of the following
experiments could be the analysis of the processes of collage, exploring the combination of existing
image elements in order to understand processes of figuration. However, in this paper I shall
focus on the analysis of experimental drawing processes that are directly related to the concept of
imagination.
We can argue for this practice-led approach referring to theoretical positions pointing at their own
limits. The analysis of gestures in general, and gestures of image creation in particular, was
already described by Vilém Flusser. He emphasized the necessity to engage in gestures in
order to understand them. “To analyze the gesture of painting with the intention of understanding
it, one must engage with it oneself (Flusser, (1994) 2014, 66).” Also, Heidegger’s description of
5

Martin Heidegger describes the Schema in reference to Kant’s metaphysics as the rule derived from a generalization of
experiences. The Schema-Bild is the generalized image attached to the Schema: Heidegger, M
((1929) 2010) Kant und das Problem der Metaphysik. In: Martin Heidegger Gesamtausgabe, I. Abteilung: Veröffentlichte
Schriften 1910 – 1976. 2nd ed.; Frankfurt am Main, Germany: Friedrich-Wilhelm von Herrmann, Ed., Vol. 3, Vittorio
Klostermann Verlag, § 19 – 21, 90 – 101. Heidegger refers with his explanation to Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason: Kant, I.
((1781/1787) 2003) The Critique of Pure Reason, translated by Meiklejohn, J. M. D. Available online: www.gutenberg.org,
[EBook #1177], (last visited on September 18th, 2017).
6
The term of Image Schema again appears in recent philosophical positions informed by cognitive science:
“An Image Schema is a dynamic, recurring pattern of organism-environment interactions. As such, it will reveal itself in the
contours of our basic sensorimotor experience. Consequently, one way to begin to survey the range of image schemas is via
a phenomenological description of the most basic structures of all human bodily experience.” Johnson, M. (2008). The
Meaning of the Body. Aesthetics of the Human Mind. 1st ed.; Chicago, USA: Chicago University Press, 136.
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Zuhandenheit can be addressed in order to firmly embed practice-led methodology in the limitations
of a purely theoretical approach (Heidegger, 2006, 69).

2

The Training of the Hand – on Shaping Dispositions

The potential of the hand in relation to imagination has been described in a variety of contexts.
Sociologist Richard Sennet, e.g., discusses a variety of phenomena encompassed by the training of
the hand in music, cooking or a craft such as glass blowing (Sennet, 2008, 149 – 178). In the
critical analysis of the Suzuki method to learn how to play the violin he states:
“This [the removing of the tapes] is therefore also the moment when error becomes
clear to the musician. As a performer, at my fingertips I experience error — error that
I will seek to correct. I have a standard for what should be, but my truthfulness resides
in the simple recognition that I make mistakes. Sometimes in discussions of science
this recognition is reduced to the cliché of “learning from one’s mistakes.” Musical
technique shows that the matter is not so simple. I have to be willing to commit error,
to play wrong notes, in order eventually to get them right. This is the commitment
to truthfulness that the young musician makes by removing the Suzuki tapes.”
(Sennet, 2008, 159)
The necessary acceptance of making mistakes in playing a musical instrument can be directly
transferred to the act of drawing. Besides, in drawing it is impossible to be successful if we
think that every line set on paper has to be perfect. It is exactly in the process of finding a definite
line – executed as a physical reaction to a change in the environment before a conscious decision
has been made – that an unpredictable shift can happen which is not accessible through a conscious
inference. But this does not mean that the result of a successful drawing is achieved by chance.
Depending on the drawing tool, the search for a definite line happens on one sheet of paper
in the process of drawing by starting with a tentative composition, which is continuously revised
until the drawing is considered to be finished. Or, since the tool does not allow any alteration,
the drawing has to happen in one go and, therefore, the improvement of the drawing is achieved
through the repetition of the drawing from scratch on separate sheets of paper.
In reference to the above-described influence of dispositions, the gesture of the hand in the act of
drawing is influenced by the individual’s dispositional space formed by condensed memories
below the threshold of consciousness. This conglomerate of traits is formed by inherited conditions
and early childhood experiences, and continuously transformed by new experiences (Damasio,
1999, 222/223). A training in drawing can be understood as a deliberate influencing of the
dispositional space. This can be done by various approaches presented in the following experiments.
The first drawing experiment that indicates the qualities of the sensory/motor apparatus and
its concealed decisions consists of two series of nature studies produced under varying degrees of
time pressure. The drawings were made on large sheets of paper (50 x 70 cm) mounted on the
drawing board of an easel in order to make generous gestures necessary. In the first series,
the drawings were produced in decreasing time spans of 30 minutes, 10 minutes, one minute, and
10 seconds, with the goal of representing the object as it is perceived [Figure 1].
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Figure 1 Sequence of drawings made in decreasing time spans. Example from a class project conducted by the author from
2010 onwards at the Visual Communication Institute, The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.

The series makes clear how the shortening of the time span available for drawing impacts the
abstractness of the resulting image. In the shortest time span, decisions have to be made
under high pressure and reflex-like movements, involving the entire arm. In the second series, five
drawings are made in different time spans established in advance, with the goal of representing
the object as it is perceived. The first 10-second drawing requires that the designer takes fast, basic
steps to abstract the form [Figure 2]. The next three drawings were produced in longer time spans
of one minute, 10 minutes and 30 minutes and, therefore, enabled a more profound interaction with
the object and its translation into a drawing [Figure 3]. The spatiality, contrast, and composition of
the area surrounding the object, etc., could be investigated at leisure in these drawings.
Again, produced in a time span of 10 seconds, the fifth drawing shows, in comparison with the first,
distinct differences in the translation of the represented object [Figure 4]. From the unspecific
interpretation of the first drawing, which follows the silhouette of the object, another drawing is
produced that is equally reduced, but is an improvement in the representation of the very essence
of the object. The drawn exposition of the interior form, with the suggestion of individual
blossoms and their rhythmic repetition, is directly derived from the designer’s experience with
the more detailed drawing. Even though I only present the drawings of one person from this
experiment, the results are similar if we conduct this exercise with a group of designers or students.
One reason why the result may not be evident with approximately 10% to 20% of the participants, is
when the person conducting the experiment is afraid to fail, or to be unable to fulfil expectations
and, therefore, to make a mistake. The series of drawings presented above show how the translation
of an object in a fast drawing process, which necessarily relies on unconscious decisions guided
by our dispositions, depends on the designer’s experience with the object. The sequence proves that
the careful observation in the long drawing processes shows its effect clearly in the second 10seconds drawing. Although the unconscious decisions made in the drawing process can scarcely be
verbalized, they can be influenced by drawing exercises and the visual study of the object to
be depicted. Along with the designer’s experience, the interaction with the object of representation
influences the records in the dispositional space. Since practicing to draw is just one specific
experience influencing a designer’s or an artist’s dispositions, we may ask if we can differentiate
other frameworks of experiences affecting the decisions concealed below the threshold of
consciousness. The following experiment is another inquiry into the experiences shaping the traits
that guide the gestures of drawing.
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Figure 2 Example of the first 10-second drawing by participant A. Example from a class project conducted by the author
from 2010 onwards at the Visual Communication Institute, The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.
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Figure 3 the 1-minute, 10-minutes, and 30-minutes drawings by participant A. Example from a class project conducted by
the author from 2010 onwards at the Visual Communication Institute, The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.

Figure 1 cf. above

Figure 4 the 1-minute, 10-minutes, and 30-minutes drawings
by participant A. Example from a class project conducted by
the author from 2010 onwards at the Visual Communication
Institute, The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.
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3

Reflecting Collective and Individual Influences on Dispositions by Drawing

The following drawing experiment was conducted with ten participants, all Master’s students in
Visual Communication, though with different cultural backgrounds. They were asked to draw
compositions of horizontal and vertical lines using ink and brush on large sheets of paper mounted
on the drawing board of an easel. The goal consisted in achieving an interesting or aesthetically
pleasing result. The participants in the experiment had plenty of time to engage in this search
for a favourable composition. After many attempts had been made, approximately after one hour,
the students were asked to select and mark their two favourite examples. The selected image
pairs [Figure 5] by six participants [Figure 5, left to right, participants A, B, C, D, and E] of the
experiment
show a variety of individual approaches. They range from compositions following a
predetermined strategy of dividing a plane [Figure 5, left column, participant A] to a planned use of
the tool and its ability to hold ink [Figure 5, right column, participant E]. On the opposite side of
the spectrum, there are compositions which are the result of a process that is not preconceived,
but a sequence of actions following the setting of the first stroke [Figure 5, middle column,
participant C]. In a second task, the participants were asked to draw objects such as pumpkins and
lilies
with brush and ink. The idea of a predetermined strategy, e.g., is recognizable in the representation
of the still life by participant A, especially in the forceful generalization of the flowers using
straight lines [Figure 6]. The ink-wash approach and the bold composition by participant B is
consistently applied across all her drawings. The inclusion of controlled accidents in the drawing
process by letting ink and water converge on the paper results in a textural quality triggering
the imagination of the beholder [Figure 7]. Participant C creates tension by a playful and intuitive
placement of dark spots in relation to fine lines. The rhythm of the gesture representing the flowers
is imitating the observed rhythm of leaves and segments of the stalk [Figure 8]. The painterly
development of grey values through a nervous gesture in the abstract compositions and the
representation of the pumpkin lead to a realistic representation of light and shadow [Figure 9]. And
the conceptual idea of demonstrating the material quality of brush and ink by setting a repetitive
stroke on the paper until the ink runs out, is mirrored in representing the linear and spatial principle
of the pumpkin [Figure 10].
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Figure 5 two favoured compositions by 5 participants. Examples from a class project conducted by the author from 2010
onwards at the Visual Communication Institute, The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.

Figure 6 the two favourite abstract compositions and the two favourite drawing of lilies by participant A.
Examples from a class project conducted by the author from 2010 onwards at the Visual Communication Institute,
The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.
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Figure 7 the two favourite abstract compositions and the two favourite drawing of lilies by participant B.
Examples from a class project conducted by the author from 2010 onwards at the Visual Communication Institute,
The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.

Figure 8 the two favourite abstract compositions and the two favourite drawings of lilies by participant C.
Examples from a class project conducted by the author from 2010 onwards at the Visual Communication Institute,
The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.
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Figure 9 the two favourite abstract compositions and the two favourite drawings of pumpkins by participant D.
Examples from a class project conducted by the author from 2010 onwards at the Visual Communication Institute,
The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.

Figure 10 the two favourite abstract compositions and the two favourite drawings of pumpkins by participant D. Examples
from a class project conducted by the author from 2010 onwards at the Visual Communication Institute, The Basel School of
Design HGK FHNW.

After a short analysis of a selection of results generated in the above described experiment, we can
return to the question of what influences the disposition of the gesture of drawing. In view of the
diversity of the results discussed, we can infer different aspects leading to an individual specificity of
the drawing process.
A strong influence on the gesture of drawing can be attributed to a preconceived conceptual
framework that exists or does not exist as a verbally accessible idea before the first stroke is set on
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paper. As we have seen in the results of participant C [Figure 8], the process is not following a
rule which could be described before the act of drawing is executed. In opposition to the results of
participants A [Figure 6] and E [Figure 19], relying on a concept, the drawing of participant C is the
result of a series of gestures, reacting to the traces created just before.
We can also describe the diversity of the results according to the different ways the participants use
the drawing tool. Either the brush is used to invent the elements of the drawing (participant B
[Figure 7], participant C, [Figure 8] and participant D [Figure 9), or the brush is considered a means to
execute an idea and could also be replaced by any other tool (participant A [Figure 6] and participant
E [Figure 10]). Again, the described diversity of approaches can be attributed to different levels
of confidence. On the level of individual experiences, everybody had either been told that he
or she was able to make nice drawings or was not able to draw well. In addition to such individual
experiences, there also seems to be a strong collective influence on a cultural level in regard
to what is considered a successful drawing, the use of the tool and the role of a physical gesture in
a specific society. The Asian cultural background of participant B (South Korea) and participant
C (Taiwan) can be held responsible for a framework which allows an intuitive and sensuous approach
using brush and ink. Whereas the reliance on a conceptual framework was preferred by
the participants from a Western industrialized culture – i.e. participant A (USA) and participant E
(Switzerland). Even though the number of examples discussed does not allow a statistical
verification, we can formulate the hypothesis, that the socio-cultural background acts as a framework of individual experiences and, thus, has a significant influence on the dispositions of a
designer. They become apparent in the individual aesthetic preferences of drawings, displaying
collective and individual influences on a dispositional space and, thus, on the gestural movement in
the act of drawing.

4

The Dispositional Space and Its Hierarchy

In the following drawing experiment, twenty participants were presented with nine nonfigurative images [Figure 11]. They were then asked to draw the mental images triggered by the
visual stimuli on top of the samples.
The results allow us to infer general observations. Once again participants rely on an intuitive
method to define the imagination in the process of drawing or use a conceptual approach
with gestures executing a preconceived idea, as described in the experiment in section 3.
But beyond this observation, we can describe other aspects in view of the results of the survey.
The rather ambiguous stimuli can be described, for instance, as a trigger to project images
stored in the beholders’ dispositional space. They vary in their success to activate the beholders’
imagination. The clearly outlined but ambiguous form, e.g. [Figure 12], has sparked more
associations than the photographic image [Figure 11, bottom right]. The photograph, as soon as it
was recognized as a representation of gravel, put an end to the process of imagination.
Neither with a clearly outlined but ambiguous shape, nor with textural stimuli, the beholder is able
to immediately find a congruence with a schema stored in his/her dispositions. Therefore, the
search is extended and leads to a wider range of associations or to a richer aesthetic experience
(Dewey, 1934, 52 – 53).͒In reference to the described survey, the image schemas residing in
the dispositional space appear to be organized by categories that are not equal in their likelihood
to be recalled and enter into the realm of consciousness. In respect to the representation of
faces, at least 50% of the resulting drawings of the survey described above show a human or animal
face in a frontal representation indicated by a silhouette line specified by eyes and mouth
[Figure 13]. We can use this outcome as an argument for the dominant position the image schema of
the face, specifically its frontal view, holds within the dormant records stored in our memory.
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Figure 11 Indre Grumbinaite, Drawing as Cognitive Act, 2011. Eight visual stimuli as a starting point of the experiment.
Master Thesis Project at the Visual Communication Institute, The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.

Figure 12 Indre Grumbinaite, Drawing as Cognitive Act, 2011. A selection of nine imaginations by participants of the survey.
Master Thesis Project at the Visual Communication Institute, The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.
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Figure 13 Indre Grumbinaite, Drawing as Cognitive Act, 2011. More than 50% of the results of the survey show faces.
Master Thesis Project at the Visual Communication Institute, The Basel School of Design HGK FHNW.

5

Conclusion

If we now return to Thomas Demand’s a priori position quoted at the beginning of this paper, we still
cannot say where our ideas come from. But we can assess more precisely the dependence of the
gesture of drawing on past experiences memorized in the dispositional space. These records – which
are held responsible for the trait of movement and, thus, also for the trait of a drawn trace – are
composed by many influences. Three of them have been addressed with the experiments presented.
We can claim that finding the dominant position of the facial schema is based on the necessity to
recognize and read faces for survival. This ability is, therefore, framed by an inherited disposition. The
traits to use brush and ink in an abstract composition and in representing objects however depend on
a socio-cultural framework consisting of individual variations formed by individual experiences such as
a certain training in the technique of drawing. Imagination, in opposition to figuration, can be
described as employing the individual setting
of dispositions to create unseen images. The conceptually framed processes of drawing – when a
preconceived idea is executed restricting the gesture of drawing – does not take advantage of the
concealed dispositions of the designer in the same way. These conceptual drawing processes are
closer to the mechanisms of figuration. In these processes attributed to collage and language, the
unexpected is achieved rather through a poetic approach arranging conventional elements in an
unexpected manner.
We may ask now what these findings mean for aesthetic practice. It would probably be most inhibiting
if we should try and analyze all dispositions responsible for the individual traits of a designer while he
or she is drawing. The recognition of one’s own aesthetic preferences, displayed in drawings, allows us
to either develop them further or counteract them in order to avoid a narrowing path of expressions.
For the education of designers and artists, it is crucial to understand design methods suited to a search
of the unpredictable. The gesture of drawing is not only a method to achieve intriguing and surprising
images but also a means to inquire into the processes of imagination.
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